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ABSTRACT Coupled controllers are vital for safely handling vehicles, especially in critical driving situations
that include changing lanes to avoid obstacles. Controllers specialized in emergencies must keep road users
safe in critical situations. In this paper, we develop the coupled controller to handle evasive maneuvers for
an over-actuated vehicle. The controller is based on the second-order sliding mode control theory. We use
the bicycle model to establish the equivalent and robust steering equations as a control-oriented model. The
lateral and longitudinal vehicle motions are coupled to each other by the lateral vehicle information on the
longitudinal sliding surface, and the dependence of the lateral sliding surface on the longitudinal velocity.
The torque vectoring method based on fuzzy logic adjusts the yaw moment. We address the tire slip circle
on the slip controller to stabilize the vehicle while maneuvering. We simulate and evaluate our controller
in a rear-end collision situation with a short time window to maneuver the vehicle. The ego vehicle detects
the preceding vehicle and performs an evasive lane change while simultaneously applying brakes to bring
the vehicle to a halt. Our research is the earliest in providing an ultimate emergency control to successfully
avoid crashes up to 130 km/h in short time crash detection.

INDEX TERMS Autonomous vehicle, crash avoidance, evasive maneuvers, over-actuated vehicle, sliding
mode control, vehicle coupled controllers.

I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous vehicles (AVs) are expected to dominate the
roads by 2050 [1]. AVs aims to reduce road accidents and
traffic fatalities to zero [2]. Therefore, AVs must be able to
handle the vehicle in every situation, including emergencies,
and keep road users safe. In an emergency, the vehicle’s active
safety system must control the car up to the tire saturation
limits while keeping the car in a stable condition, i.e., there is
no loss of control while attempting to avoid a crash [3]. Active
vehicle safety systems may consist of longitudinal, lateral,
or coupled functions.
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State-of-the-art longitudinal functions include adaptive
cruise control (ACC), cooperative adaptive cruise control
(CACC), and automated emergency braking (AEB) [4].
In detail, ACC automatically controls the throttle and brake
pedals to keep the vehicle velocity constant whilemaintaining
a safe distance from preceding vehicles. CACC is an exten-
sion of ACC, which includes vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and
infrastructure-to-vehicle (I2V) communication [5]. AEB is
an active safety function that attempts to avoid crashes by
autonomously applying brakes if a critical situation arises [6].

Lateral functions are designed to track the reference path
and determine the optimal steering angles while maintaining
vehicle stability. State-of-the-art systems available on the
market include lane keep assistant (LKA), lane centering
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(LC), emergency steering assist (ESA), and autonomous
emergency steering (AES). LKA and LC systems support
the driver by retaining the vehicle between the lane marks.
Whereas LKA operates only when the vehicle is close to the
lane edges, LC is a constant active steering system [7]. ESA is
an active safety function that supports the driver in emergency
steering, but the driver has to self-initiate the maneuver [8].
The AES system automatically performs an evasive steering
maneuver when an imminent collision is detected [9].

Control methods such as homogeneous domination control
and sampled-data control have been developed for vehicle
applications, especially for the design of lateral controllers.
Homogeneous domination control was proposed in [10]. The
method can be applied to linear and non-linear systems and
does not require a strict linear growth condition, as for global
output feedback stabilization [10], [11]. In [12], a lane-
keeping control method with a homogeneous domination
approach was presented with stability proved via the Lya-
punov method. The controller was evaluated in a simulation
environment and via a driverless test vehicle up to 80 km/h,
with a maximum of 0.06 meters deviation from the desired
path. Sampled-data controllers for lateral motion considering
uncertain disturbances for velocities up to 80 km/h were pro-
posed in [13], [14], [15]. The mentioned controllers in [11],
[12], [13], [14], and [15] were not investigated for evasive
maneuvers, coupled lateral and longitudinalmotion, nor at the
vehicle handling limits. In [16], an evasive steering assist was
proposed for velocities up to 90 km/h, distance to maneuver
of 50 meters and time-to-collision of 2.4 seconds.

Vehicle active safety functions for coupled lateral and
longitudinal functions are challenging control types because
they deal with coupling the nonlinear forces in longitudinal
and lateral directions [17]. Key solutions for coupled controls
include model predictive control (MPC), machine learning
algorithms, and sliding mode control (SMC) [18], [19], [20],
[21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27]. In these solutions, how-
ever, there exist many restrictions. In [19], the vehicle avoided
crashes up to 100 km/h, and the controller cannot be safely
applied beyond it. The controller in [20] prioritized collision
avoidance, vehicle stability, and path tracking over passenger
comfort. However, the controller was only investigated and
avoided crashes for velocities up to 40 km/h. The SMC
controller in [21] handled the coupled lateral and longitudinal
motion up to 36 km/h in double lane-change, but it did not
consider critical scenarios. The MPC controller developed
in [24] was designed for urban environments and therefore
was evaluated for a maximum velocity of 40 km/h, lateral
accelerations up to 1.5 m/s2, and longitudinal accelerations
up to 2 m/s2, which are within the range of normal driving
conditions [28].

SMC is a robust control due to its insensitivity to system
uncertainties. It presents a fast response and robustness to
external disturbances [29]. The main SMC methods applied
in engineering applications are the first and higher-order
approaches (mainly second and third-order). The first-order
approach drives the sliding surface to zero, whereas the

FIGURE 1. Schematic diagram of the 4WIS-4WID-4WIB vehicle and the
simplified single-track bycicle model in red dashed lines.

second-order drives both the sliding surface and its derivative
in finite time to zero. The third-order additionally drives the
second derivative of the sliding surface to zero [30], [31]. The
SMC’s first-order main disadvantage is the high-frequency
oscillations near the sliding surface, known as the chattering
effect. The chattering effect attenuation is commonly done
by using higher-order sliding theory. Therefore, higher-order
is the most common type for vehicle controllers that use
SMC theory, as in [21], [26], and [32]. Other recent SMC
strategies include fractional-order [27], [33], [34] and the
use of machine learning combined with SMC [25], [35],
[36], [37]. Whereas MPC can accommodate vehicle non-
linearities and multiple hard and soft constraints, its main
disadvantage is the high computational cost, which can be
unsuitable for real-time applications [38]. The computa-
tional time for SMC and MPC controllers was investigated
in [39], with SMC performing four times faster than the MPC
controller.

Whereas all of the mentioned studies focused on front-
wheel steering, car manufacturers and researchers have also
investigated and proposed prototypes for future over-actuated
vehicles, which have more actuators than degrees-of-freedom
to be controlled [40], [41], e.g., four-wheel steering,
four-wheel drive, and four-wheel brake (4WS-4WD-4WB),
or four-wheel independent steering, four-wheel indepen-
dent drive, and four-wheel independent brake (4WIS-4WID-
4WIB), as shown in Figure 1. Both configurations offer
enhanced vehicle stability and maneuverability over the
active front steering (AFS) and front-wheel independent
steering (FWIS) [42]. The different steering configurations
are defined based on the correlation between the steering
angle of each wheel, as [42]

AFS: δfl = δfr , (δrl = δrr = 0),

FWIS: δfl, δfr , (δrl = δrr = 0),

4WS: δfl = δfr , δrl = δrr ,

4WIS: δfl, δfr , δrl, δrr , (1)

where δj is the individual steering values on each wheel
(j = fl, fr, rl, rr). Whereas in 4WS the front and rear wheels
turn in parallel, in 4WIS each wheel can turn with different
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FIGURE 2. Control system architecture with upper and lower levels controllers.

steering angles from each other. The authors in [43] proposed
a non-smooth finite time controller for a vehicle with 4WS
and 4WD. The controller was evaluated in Carsim for a
double lane-change maneuver for velocities up to 90 km/h.
The proposed controller in [43] has shown better tracking
accuracy than an SMC controller. However, neither the pro-
posed controller nor the SMC controller was designed for
evasive maneuvers but for normal driving situations. The
study in [44] proposed an integrated control for evasive
cases integrating various vehicle subsystems for a 4WIS-
4WID-4WIB configuration. However, improvements on the
4WIS-4WID-4WIB studies are essential to solve emergency
application restrictions.

This work presents a coupled lateral and longitudinal con-
troller based on a second-order slidingmode control for emer-
gencies for 4WIS-4WID-4WIB vehicles with fuzzy-based
slip control and torque vectoring control. We propose a
complete system architecture with an upper and lower-level
controller, as shown in Figure 2. The SMC control part is
responsible for coupling the lateral movement in terms of the
steering angle as a function of longitudinal parameters, and
the longitudinal movement in terms of the throttle and brake
pedal as a function of lateral parameters.

The sensor signals are passed to the upper-level controller,
including a virtual inertial measurement unit and a radar
for object detection. The motion planning determines the
reference path to be followed by the ego vehicle and passes
it to the upper-level controller. On the upper level, the path
preview algorithm determines the path deviation based on
look-ahead areas. The SMC lateral and longitudinal functions
define the vehicle steering angle δ and the desired throttle
and brake pedal position 0. SMC functions are coupled. The
coupling between lateral and longitudinal movements can be

guaranteed by making the lateral sliding surface dependent
on the vehicle yaw rate and consequently on the longitudinal
vehicle velocity, and by making the longitudinal sliding sur-
face dependent on the lateral path error, as in [21]. Therefore,
by the coupling strategy, the requests on the steering are influ-
enced by the brake and throttle pedals, whereas the vehicle’s
lateral movement influences the throttle and brake requests.

A sliding surface is generated for the lateral motion with
three parameters: the lateral path error, the lateral velocity
error, and the yaw rate error. A sliding surface for the lon-
gitudinal movement is developed with four parameters: the
distance between the ego vehicle and the preceding vehicle,
the relative longitudinal velocity, the lateral path error, and the
tire slip information. Lateral and longitudinal sliding equa-
tions are described in sections II-B and II-E. The fuzzy-based
slip control calculates the correction for the throttle and brake
torques, so the tire forces on thewheels keepwithin or close to
saturation limits. On the lower level controller, the torque vec-
toring based on fuzzy logic corrects the torque request inde-
pendently on each wheel and delivers the individual throttle
and brake values 5j. The front and rear steering ratios are
calculated and passed as an input for the steering controller,
which then determines the individual steering values on each
wheel δj.

We test our controller on a high-fidelity vehicle simulator
for a 4WIS-4WID-4WIB vehicle. The controller’s primary
purpose is to perform emergency steering combined with
emergency braking, bringing the vehicle to its handling lim-
its. The main scenario for validation is a single-lane change.
The controller is also evaluated for different road frictions.
We test the controller for velocities up to 130 km/h, as it is the
maximum recommended velocity for autonomous vehicles
on highways and because most countries’ velocity limits are
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equal to or below it [45]. The proceeding object is detected
within 30meters of a crash (or 830milliseconds when the ego
vehicle drives at 130 km/h). Compared to previous studies,
the main research contributions of this paper are:

• a controller specialized for emergency maneuvers to
handle the vehicle up to handling limits including a
coupled lateral and longitudinal motion via SMC theory
for 4WIS-4WID-4WIB vehicles.

• novel sliding surfaces for both lateral and longitudinal
motion including a coupling strategy via the use of
lateral parameters on the longitudinal surface and the
dependency of longitudinal parameters on the lateral
surface.

• a novel controller architecture using SMC theory on
the upper level controller together with individual slip
controller, torque-vectoring strategy, and path preview
technique.

• the design of a novel path preview technique based on
look-ahead areas and not only on look-ahead points as
generally used in literature.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the
design of our vehicle controller, along with the proposed
system architecture, vehiclemodeling, path planning strategy,
and the designs of the torque vectoring and the slip control.
The vehicle characteristics and simulation software are pro-
vided in Section III. Section IV devotes the test scenarios
and performance indicators. The result description is given
in Section V, and conclusions in Section VI.

II. VEHICLE CONTROLLER DESIGN
Sliding mode control is one of the most efficient robust
control strategies and one of the principal approaches to
controlling uncertain systems, including insensitivity to per-
turbations [46]. The central concept of SMC is to choose one
sliding variable σ as follows

σ = x1 + cx2, (2)

in which, x1 and x2 are the state variables of interest, and c
is the gradient coefficient. The sliding variable σ is forced
in a finite time tr to σ ≡ 0 and σ̇ ≡ 0, meaning that
the state variables x1 and x2 asymptotic converge to zero
with a given convergence ratio. Once the sliding variable σ

becomes zero, it establishes the sliding surface. The sliding
surface is reachable if σ σ̇ < 0. The convergence of the state
variables is only possible by designing a control η = η(x1, x1)
that is capable of holding σ (t, x1, x2) = 0. Every time a
deviation from σ = 0 is detected, the control η must apply
sufficient effort to maintain the state variables on the sliding
surface. This effort results in a high-frequency switching of
control, producing undesired system oscillations called the
chattering effect [46], [47], [48]. The three main elimination
and mitigation techniques for chattering include: the use of
smooth functions instead of discontinuous ones, the use of an
observed-based approach, and the higher-order sliding mode
approach (HOSMs) [49]. Smooth functions only guarantee

convergence to a boundary layer around the sliding surface.
The observer approach reduces chattering but deteriorates
robustness. HOSMs can force not only the sliding variables
to zero on finite time but also the (k-1) successive derivatives,
with k the order of the sliding mode [47]. In this work,
we use the higher-order super-twisting approach to ensure
robust stability and chattering mitigation. The sliding mode
controller η is written as [50], [51], and [52]

η = ηe + ηr , (3)

where ηe and ηr are equivalent and robust parts, respec-
tively. The equivalent part ηe refers to the control law that
makes the state variables remain on the sliding surface. It is
calculated considering σ̇ = 0. Therefore, ηe ensures that
the system will always remain on the sliding surface once
it is reached. The robustness control ηr is designed based
on the super-twisting approach. Super-twisting approach is
a continuous second-order sliding mode control based on the
Lyapunov stability theorem. It can converge in finite time,
have superior chattering attenuation over classical sliding
mode methods, and are suitable for real-time applications.
Super-twisting control handles the uncertainties and distur-
bances while forcing the system towards the sliding surface
and ensuring the system’s convergence so that σ σ̇ < 0. It is
named second-order because it drives both σ and σ̇ to zero in
finite time [21], [47], [50], [53], [54].

A. VEHICLE DYNAMICS MODELING
The lateral control development for the 4WIS-4WID-4WIB
vehicle is based on a non-linear single-track bicycle model
with independent front and rear-wheel steering, as shown
in Figure 1. The simplified vehicle model allows for a
straight-forwarding design of the steering angle equations,
and it is a common practice for over-actuated vehicles,
as in [55] ans [56]. The state-space equations of vehicle
dynamics are written as[

v̇
ṙ

]
= A

[
v
r

]
+ B

[
δf

δr

]
, (4)

A =

a11 a12
a21 a22

 =

 −
Cf +Cr
mvu

−u−
lf Cf −lrCr

mvu

−
lf Cf −lrCr

Izu
−
l2f Cf +l

2
r Cr

Izu

 , (5)

B =

b11 b12
b21 b22

 =


Cf
mv

Cr
mv

lf Cf
Iz

−
lrCr
Iz

 , (6)

in which v and r are respectively the lateral and yaw velocity
of the vehicle’s center of gravity (CoG); lr and lf are the
distance from CoG to the rear and frontal axles;mv is the total
mass of the vehicle, including sprung and unsprung masses; u
is the longitudinal velocity on the vehicle coordinate system
xoy; r is the yaw rate. Assuming Ackerman steering geome-
try, the steering angle of each independent wheel is calculated
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as [56]

tan δfl =
tan δf

1 − Fr
, tan δfr =

tan δf

1 + Fr
,

tan δrl =
tan δr

1 − Fr
, tan δrr =

tan δr

1 + Fr
, (7)

Fr =
Tw
2L

(tan δf − tan δr ), (8)

in which Tw is the track width.
A mathematical equation to calculate the rear-steering was

developed in [57] as a function of the front steering, longi-
tudinal velocity, vehicle, and tire characteristics. The concept
relies on adjusting the rear steering to keep the vehicle center-
line tangential to the curvature in all velocity ranges, as shown
in Figure 3. The ratio of the front steering angle δf to the rear
steering δr is written as [57]

k =
δr

δf
= −

lr − u2 mvlfCrL

lf + u2 mvlrCf L

, (9)

with Iz the yaw moment of inertia. L the vehicle wheelbase,
and Cf and Cr are the cornering stiffness of the front and
rear tires, with Cf = Cfl + Cfr and Cr = Crl + Crr .
As the controller is designed to handle the vehicle in eva-
sive maneuver, the model has to consider tire nonlinearities.
We model the tire dynamics via the full tire magic formula
from Pacejka [58]. Therefore, the cornering stiffness of each
individual tire (Cfl,Cfr ,Crl,Crr ) do not receive a fixed value,
but they are calculated from the tire magic formula.

B. LATERAL CONTROL BASED ON SMC
In this section the lateral control to define the vehicle steering
angle is described. First, we define the sliding variable σ in
the following form

σ = kyd1y+ kyv1ẏ+ kr1r, (10)

in which1y is the distance between the vehicle’s CoG and the
reference path in the perpendicular direction Y of the vehicle
coordinate system (see Figure 3); 1ẏ is the relative lateral
velocity between CoG and the reference path; kyd , kyv,kr
∈ R [59] are the gradient coefficients that can be adjusted as
a function of state and time respectively. 1r is the difference
between the actual and desired yaw rate rd . Considering
that the vehicle follows the path tangentially. rd is derived
in terms of longitudinal velocity, vehicle characteristics, tire
characteristics, and steering angle [60].

rd = 8δ, with 8 =
u

lr + lf +
mv
l (

lr
Cf

−
lf
Cr
)u2

. (11)

The control η is rewritten as the steering angle δ as

δ = δe + δrb, (12)

where δe and δrb are the equivalent and robustness parts.
By assuming δ = δf , the steering angles for each wheel can
be then determined using (7).

FIGURE 3. Vehicle driving tangentially to circular reference path, and
look-ahead projection distant by dl from vehicle.

1) EQUIVALENT PART DESIGN (δe)
The design of the equivalent part of the steering angle is
defined in a three-step process. First, the lateral vehicle
velocity is derived from the sliding variable σ , and later by
conidering the vehicle following the path tangentially in a
circular motion as shown in Figure 3. Finally, both equations
for lateral velocity are combined to define the equivalent
steering angle.

• Lateral velocity based on the sliding variable σ :
Considering that the state variables have reached the
sliding surface with σ = 0 and σ̇ = 0, the controller
is capable of keeping the state variables (1y, 1ẏ, 1r),
on the sliding surface for t > ti, with ti the time the
sliding surface is reached [47]. σ̇ is written as

σ̇ = kyd1ẏ+ kyv1ÿ+ kr1ṙ = 0, (13)

here,1ÿ is the relative lateral acceleration between CoG
and the reference path written as

1ÿ = ÿ− ÿref , (14)

with lateral acceleration ÿ and the lateral acceleration
reference ÿref defined as [51]

ÿ = v̇+ ru, ÿref = u2/R, (15)

where R the curvature radius. The difference between
vehicle and path velocity 1ẏ yields

1ẏ = v− vref , (16)

with vref defined by considering the vehicle in quasi-
steady-state circular motion, and in terms of curvature
radius R, desired yaw rate rd and longitudinal velocity u
as [61]

vref =

{ √
(rdR)2 − u2 , if |R| < ∞

0 , if R = ∞
. (17)
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A combination of (13) and (16) provides the vehicle
lateral velocity v

v = −
kyv1ÿ
kyd

−
kr1ṙ
kyd

+ vref . (18)

• Lateral velocity based on circular motion [61]:
Consider the vehicle in a quasi-steady-state (QSS)
motion on a circular path with the vehicle centerline
tangential to the curvature, as shown in Figure 3. QSS
approximations have been widely applied in vehicle
controllers up to handling limits [62], [63], [64]. The
QSS approximation assumes that the track can be split
into segments. It is valid if the vehicle’s states change
slowly between path segments, which is achieved by
making the path segments small [64]. Therefore, given
that the changes in lateral and longitudinal motion
change slowly in each small path segment, the QSS
approach yields the assumption that the vehicle behaves
as in a steady motion in each segment, and thus the term
quasi [65]. Thus, the yaw and lateral accelerations (ṙ, v̇)
can be neglected for each independent segment [62].
According to the study in [66], the main difference
between the steady-state (SS) approach and QSS is that,
in SS, the lateral and longitudinal motions are modeled
separately, whereas QSS considers both motions cou-
pled. As in the current study, the SMC controller for lat-
eral and longitudinal motion are coupled via the sliding
variables, and QSS is a common approach in literature
for controllers up to handling limits, we assume the QSS
hypothesis. Moreover, according to [67], QSS is a valid
assumption for vehicle controllers with a path following
strategy. The path following strategy of this study is
described in section II-C. SMC with QSS assumptions
has been designed for, e.g., vehicle and electronic sys-
tems in [68], [69], and [70]. Therefore, let’s consider the
vehicle driving in a path segment in the QSS condition
(v̇ = ṙ = 0). Equation (4) becomes

−A
[
vqss
rqss

]
= B

[
1
k

]
δqss, (19)

and the vehicle lateral velocity in quasi steady-state vqss
is calculated as a function of the yaw rate rqss as [61]

vqss = rqssT , (20)

in which,

T = −
a12(b21 + b22k) − a22(b11 + b12k)
a11(b21 + b22k) − a21(b11 + b12k)

. (21)

The vehicle velocity V in tangential motion relative
to the path can be written as a function of the lateral
velocity v, the longitudinal velocity u, and equal to the
product of the yaw rate r and the curvature radius R as

Vqss =

√
u2 + v2qss = rqssR. (22)

Combining (20) and (22), we obtain the expression of
the yaw rate being a function of R and T as

rqss =
u

√
R2 − T 2

. (23)

Here, we assume that the longitudinal velocity u is con-
stant, the vehicle follows the reference path, and the error
between reference and actual paths is much smaller than
the curvature radius, i.e. 1y ≪ R. By using (19) to (21),
we obtain the vehicle steering angle δss in the following
form

δqss =
P

√
R2 − T 2

, (24)

with

P = L +
u2mv(lf Cf − lrCR)

lCf CR
. (25)

The look-ahead offset op is the distance between the
look-ahead point (Xp,Yp) and the reference path. hp is
the distance between the center of curvature (Xc,Yc) and
the look-ahead point, written as

op = hp − R, (26)

with

hp =

√
R2 + d2l + 2Rdl(−vqss)/V . (27)

Using (20), (22), (26), we obtain the final expression for
the look-ahead offset as

op =

√
R2 + d2l + 2dlT − R. (28)

By using the Taylor’s expansion

∀x, ε ∈ R, x > 0,
|ε|

x
≪ 1 →

√
x + ε =

√
x +

ε

2
√
x
,

(29)

and assuming that dl |(1+ 2T )|/R ≪ 1, |T |/R ≪ 1, and
thus 1−T 2/R2 = 1, a combination of (24) and (28) gives
the ratio between steering angle and look-ahead offset

δqss

op
=

2P
dl(dl + 2T )

. (30)

Substituting (20) into (30), we obtain the lateral velocity
in steady-state vqss

vqss =

[
2opP
dlδqss

− dl

]
rqss
2

. (31)

• Equivalent steering angle (δe):
By assuming QSS approach, let’s consider vqss = v,
rqss = r , and δe = δqss. The steering angle equivalent
equation is derived from (18) and (31) as[

2opP
dlδe

− dl

]
r
2

= −
kyv1ÿ
kyd

−
kr1ṙ
kyd

+ vref . (32)

We assume that the vehicle can follow the track with a
good accuracy, i.e. vref /r ≈ T . Substituting r by (23),
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and considering
√
R2 − T 2 = P/δqss as in (24), the

equivalent steering equation is thus rewritten as

δe =
2P

dl(dl + 2T )

[
op +

kyv1ÿdl
kydu

+
kr1ṙdl
kydu

]
. (33)

2) ROBUSTNESS PART (δrb)
The robustness part of the steering angle equation δrb is
derived from the second-order super-twisting control strat-
egy, and it is written in the following form [47]:

δrb = −λ|σ |
J sign(σ ) + n,with J ∈ ]0, 0.5] (34)

ṅ =

{
−b sign(σ )/(�) , if |σ | ≤ �

−b sign(σ ) , if |σ | > �
, (35)

where � is a boundary layer introduced around the sliding
surface σ , with � ∈ R+ [48].

3) CONVERGENCE AND STABILITY ANALYSIS OF LATERAL
FUNCTION
The convergence and stability analysis is necessary to define
the parameter values of the higher-order sliding mode con-
troller so that the system converges in a finite time. The
second-order sliding algorithm forces σ, σ̇ , and consequently
the state variables (1y, 1ẏ, 1ÿ, 1r , 1ṙ) to converge to zero
at finite time tr , with tr defined as the reaching time and
bounded to the vehicle initial states. The sufficient conditions
to guarantee the convergence is provided by the following
approach [47], [71]:

• Consider a dynamic system in the form of

ẋ = w(t, x) + y(t, x)U , (36)

with w = A[v r]⊤, and y = B[1 k]⊤, from (4).
• The sliding surface derivative ϒ̇ as

ϒ̇ = E(t, x) + ϑ(t, x)U . (37)

By combining (4), (11) and (13), we have then ϑ =

−krW − 8̇; E = kyd1ẏ + kyv1ÿ + kr (a11ẏ + a12r).
U as δ = δe + δb, and W = b12 + b22k.

• Assuming the positive constants Zu, J , S, q andM satis-
fies the following constraints [71]{

|Ė| + Zu|ϑ̇ | ≤ J
0 ≤ S ≤ ϑ(t, x) ≤ q

{
|E/ϑ | < MZU
0 < M < 1,

(38)

with λ large and Sb > J , the controller will force the
state variables to converge zero and keep ϒ = ϒ̇ = 0.
The convergence condition lays on the proper selection
of λ and b as

b > J/S

λ >

√
2

Sb− J
(Sb+ J )q(1 +M )

S2(1 −M )

(39)

• The total reaching time tr defined as [47], [71]

tr ≤

∑
|σ̇i|/(Sb− J ), (40)

with σ̇i the sliding derivative at σ = 0.

• The controller stability is evaluated by selecting the
candidate Lyapunov function as

V = σ 2/2, V̇ = σ σ̇ < 0. (41)

From (4), (5), and (6), the lateral acceleration v̇ and the
yaw acceleration ṙ are written as

v̇ = a11v+ a12r + δH , (42)

ṙ = a21v̇+ a22r + δW , (43)

where H = b11 +b12/k . With the vehicle steering angle
δ as (12), and substituting (42) and (43) into (41), the
Lyapunov function is rewritten as

V̇ = σQ+ (kyvH − kr8)(δeσ − λ|σ |
2
− b|σ |). (44)

As λ > 0, by selecting |b| > |δe|, we guarantee the
term (δeσ − λ|σ |

2
− b|σ |) < 0. A sufficient condition

for stability is to make the term (kyvH − kr8) > 0.
By selecting (kyvH − kr8) = 1, kyv is given in the
following form

kyv = (1 + kr8)/H . (45)

The Lyapunov stability is guaranteed bymaking the term
σQ = 0, with Q written as

Q = kyd1v̇+ kyvM + krr = 0, (46)

with

M = a11v̇+ a12r − ÿref . (47)

By substituting (45) into (46), the gradient coefficient kr
is given as

kr = −
kyd1v̇H +M
rH + 8M

. (48)

Therefore, by selecting b, γ, kyv, and kr from the pro-
posed approach, we guaranty the system stability with
V̇ < 0. The gradient coefficient kyd is not restricted for
the system stability. We select kyd = 50.

C. PATH PREVIEW
The path preview technique uses the vehicle’s heading angle
ϖ and the projected points in front of the vehicle to give
the steering controller information about how the car moves
relative to the desired path. According to [72], the projection
of only one point is insufficient to describe the vehicle’s
movement over the path. The studies in [60] and [73] applied
the multi-point-preview technique to extract the path infor-
mation. Although it improves compared to a single-point-
preview, the path recognition might remain unsatisfactory
if the number of projected points is scarce. In this paper,
we propose a path preview technique based on look-ahead-
areas, as shown in Figure 4. By this approach, all the par-
ticularities of the reference path are considered. Along with
the vehicle’s projection view, we define five different areas
Ai (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) calculated by
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FIGURE 4. Path preview technique with five projected points in front of
vehicle and five areas calculated from the vehicle’s projection line and
the reference path.

Ai =

∫ pi

pi−1

f (x)dx, (49)

where f (x) is the curvature of the reference path, pi the
projected points that define the areas Ai, and dl the space
between the projected points. Each area receives a gain Gi.
The gain defines the significance of each area for the vehicle
controller. Higher gain values on the areas far from the vehicle
will anticipate lateral movement. Whereas in the area closer
to the vehicle it will result in a short noticed movement.
The correct choice depends on the desired vehicle behavior.
As the current work deals with short time window evasive
maneuvering, the gains closer to the vehicle have higher
values, i.e.,

G2 = G3 = G4 = 1.5, G5 = 0, (50)

and

G1 =


4, if u ≤ 15 m/s
2.2 u− 29, if 15 m/s < u ≤ 20 m/s
15, if u > 20 m/s.

(51)

The look-ahead offset op, which is the path preview output
information given to the steering controller and used in (33),
is calculated as

op =

n∑
i=1

GiAi
dl

+ λWcg. (52)

A proportional-integral (PI) controller is implemented to
force the path difference (1y) to zero. λ is the PI controller
output, calculated as

λ = K11y(t) + K2

∫ t

0
1y(t) dt, (53)

where K1 = 0.11, and K2 = 0.05. We define dl as 6 meters.
Wcg = 25 is the gain associated with λ.

D. LONGITUDINAL CONTROL
The vehicle throttle and brake values 5j, as shown in
Figure 2, are calculated in a four-step process as follows: (i) a
longitudinal sliding mode control is designed to determine
the optimum throttle and brake values 0 for the vehicle.

(ii) a slip control that monitors the vehicle wheels individually
is designed using fuzzy logic and outputs correction values Zj.
(iii) a torque vector is designed with fuzzy logic to distribute
the drive and brake torques individually on the vehicle wheels
and outputs a correction value Xj. (iv) the final throttle and
brake values 5j are given as

5j = ϱj + Zj ∗ sign(ϱj),with 5, ϱ ∈ [−1, 1], (54)

with ϱj defined as

ϱj = 0 + Xj,with 0,X ∈ [−1, 1], (55)

in which j is the vehicle wheels such as the front-left fl, front-
right fr , the rear-left rl or the rear-right rr . 5j > 0 means a
throttle request whereas 5j ≤ 0 means a brake request on the
j wheel. The slip control function access the tire slip values.
If the tires are close to saturation limits, the slip control
reduces the throttle during the acceleration process and the
brake value during the braking process. The slip correction
values Zj are in the range of [−1,0]. Therefore, the fuzzy
slip control directly impacts (54), while the torque-vectoring
fuzzy control directly influences (55). (54) and (55) are the
equations responsible for the distribution of the final throttle
and brake values 5j. In next subsections, the pedal value
0, the slip correction Z , and torque vectoring X values are
designed.

E. LONGITUDINAL CONTROL 0 BASED ON SMC
The longitudinal control 0 is designed based on convectional
sliding mode control technique. The sliding variable ε is
defined as

ε = mx(1x − Ddes) + ma1ẋ + myx1y+ ms1ϕ, (56)

where mx , ma, myx , and ms ∈ R are the gradient coefficients.
1x and 1ẋ are the relative longitudinal distance and rel-
ative longtudinal velocity between the ego vehicle and the
preceding vehicle. Ddes is the desired distance between both
vehicles, defined as 20 meters. 1ϕ is the sum of the moni-
toring tire factors Sr,j on the jth wheel, with Sr,j defined in
section II-F. The term myx1y is responsible for the coupling
between lateral and longitudinal function, as the lateral path
error 1y directly influences the vehicle’s longitudinal accel-
eration. The control law for the desired vehicle acceleration
1ẍsoll is defined as [21]

1ẍsoll =

{
ẍmax(ε/9) , for |ε| ≤ 9

−sign(ε)ẍmax , for |ε| > 9,
(57)

where ẍmax is the absolute maximum permissible acceleration
during the emergency maneuvering, and 9 a boundary layer
introduced around the sliding surface [48]. As the goal is
to maneuver the vehicle up to handling limits, we choose
ẍmax = 15 m/s2. Moreover, we define 9 = 5. A PI con-
troller calculates the optimum throttle and brake pedal value
0, where the error value e(t) is the difference between the
desired acceleration from SMC (1ẍsoll), and the actual vehi-
cle longitudinal acceleration xa (available from the virtual
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FIGURE 5. Tire saturation monitoring: tire longitudinal force vs. slip ratio
with κmax defining the stable and unstable regions.

FIGURE 6. Fuzzy slip control surface for front wheels, providing the
corrective pedal position value Z in terms of monitoring tire factor Sr and
its rate of change Ṡr .

inertial measurement unit). 0 is defined as

0 = Kpe(t) + Kint

∫ t

0
e(t) dt, (58)

where Kp = 0.1 and Kint = 0.5 are constant gains.

F. SLIP CONTROL DESIGN Zj
Slip control is used in the vehicle to prevent skidding and
to maximize tire forces, thereby contributing to the vehicle’s
stability [74]. A common approach is to design a controller
that corrects the throttle and brake pedals immediately when
slip occurs [74], [75]. The tire is characterized by the lateral
slip α and the longitudinal slip ratio κ (see [58], [76]). The
tire workload on the jth wheel can be monitored by the tire
forces or tire slip values. According to Joa et al. [77], force-
based tire saturation monitoring is unsuitable for practical
application at the handling limits, first because it is harder
to estimate than slip values, second because of the slip-force
curve convex shape. The monitoring tire factor Sr,j of the jth
wheel is defined in dimensionless term as

Sr,j =

√
κ2
x,j + α2

y,j, (59)

FIGURE 7. Membership functions of the fuzzy slip controller for front
wheels regarding (a) monitoring tire factor Sr , (b) its rate of change Ṡr ,
and (c) the corrective pedal position Z .

with

κx,j =
κj

|κmax,j|
, αy,j =

αj

|αmax,j|
, (60)

where κx,j is the normalized slip ratio on the j wheel, and
αy,j the normalized slip angle on the j wheel. κmax,j is the
longitudinal slip ratio at the maximum tire longitudinal force,
as shown in Figure 5. αmax,j is the lateral slip at the maximum
tire lateral force. Sr , therefore, is the monitoring variable to
assess how close the tires are to saturation limits in both
longitudinal and lateral directions. In the case κA/κmax , the
normalized slip ratio κx,j < 1, the tire forces are on the
stable region. For κB/κmax , the normalized slip ratio κx,j > 1,
the tire has reached the unstable slip region of the tire in
the longitudinal direction. The tires locks only when κj itself
reaches 1(κlock ). Similar interpretation is valid for αy,j. There-
fore, in the case of Sr ≥ 1, the tire has reached or exceeded
the saturation limits in at least one direction [77].

In this study, we apply slip controllers for each wheel
independently. At the front wheels, the slip controllers start
correcting the throttle and brake pedals from Sr,j > 0.8. For
the rear wheels, the corrections take place from Sr,j > 0.
The Sr,j boundary values were defined during the controller
tuning process. This approach is applied to (1) bring the
vehicle up to tire saturation limits and (2) keep the vehicle
close to saturation limits while performing the maneuver.
The slip controller was designed using fuzzy logic [75]. The
fuzzy logic theory is selected to design the slip and torque
vectoring controllers because it allows the control of non-
linear systems, such as the non-linear vehicle behavior, with
good performance and robustness [75], [78].
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The fuzzy controller rules rely on the tire factor Sr and
its rate of change Ṡr . Since Sr is dimensionless, Ṡr is also
dimensionless. Ṡr can be interpreted as how fast the lateral
and longitudinal slips α and κ are approaching the saturation
limits. The slip control surface and membership functions
are similar for front and rear wheels, only differing in the
Sr range, i.e., front wheels from 0.8 to 1 and rear wheels
from 0 to 1. The slip control surface for the front wheels is
shown in Figure 6. The corrective pedal position Z is the
slip controller output. Z ranges from 0 to −1, e.g., if full
throttle is requested on the front left wheel (ϱfl = 1) and
Z outputs the value −1, no throttle is applied to the electric
motors (5fl = 0 as in (54)). On the other hand, if full brake
is requested on the front left wheel (ϱfl = −1) and Z outputs
the value −1, no brake is applied (5fl = 0 as in (54)). The
membership functions are shown in Figure 7. The control rule
is based on [75].

G. TORQUE VECTORING DESIGN Xj
Torque vectoring (TV) is an active vehicle dynamics control
system that can apply torque on each wheel to create a correc-
tive yaw moment MzTV . The corrective yaw moment via TV
is generated bymanipulating brake and drive actuators, which
is fully practicable in the case of 4WID and 4WD vehicles.
Torque vectoring increases the vehicle’s cornering response
and, consequently, vehicle safety [79]. The total vehicle’s
yaw moment Mzveh and the corrective yaw moment MzTV
requested by torque vectoring are defined as [80]

Mzk = Mzk,front +Mzk,rear = 2frontMzk + 2rearMzk , (61)

where k = TV for the requested yaw moment via the TV, and
k = veh for the total vehicle’s yaw moment. 2front and 2rear
are the percentage of the required moment in the front and
rear wheels. The relation between2front and2rear defines the
front-to-rear moment distribution, with 2rear = 1 − 2front .
In this work, we apply the torque vectoring using fuzzy

control proposed by Li et al. [81], with the advantage that
we consider not only the braking torque, but we also include
driving torque to generate the corrective moment MzTV . The
control surface for the yawmomentMzTV is shown in Figure 8
in dimensionless (dl) terms as MzTVdl . 1r is the difference
between desired and actual yaw rate, and1β is the difference
between desired and actual side slip angle, with the desired
side slip angle βd = vref /u, and the desired yaw rate defined
in (11). The yaw momentMzTVdl is depicted from +1 to −1,
with positive values representing a required yaw moment in
the anti-clockwise direction and negative values a required
yaw moment in the clockwise direction, with Figure 3 as ref-
erence. Therefore, the requested yaw momentMzTV is gener-
ated by individually manipulating each vehicle wheel’s brake
and motor actuators. The maximum driving torque generated
on each wheel is limited by the electric motor’s maximum
torque, Temax . The maximum brake torque is limited to Tbmax .
Temax and Tbmax values are defined in section III.
The front-to-rear moment distribution 2front is calculated

by a fuzzy controller, with the control surface shown in

FIGURE 8. Control surface for the yaw moment Mz in terms of side slip
angle error 1β, and the yaw rate error 1r .

FIGURE 9. Control surface for the front-to-rear moment distribution
2front in terms of the yaw rate error 1r , and tire force potential Tp.

Figure 9. 2front is depicted from 0 to 1, with 1 representing
that 100% of the yawmoment is generated in the front wheels
and 0% at the rear wheels. The inputs of the fuzzy controller
are the yaw rate error 1r and the tire force potential Tp,
defined as

Tp =

(
1 −

Sr,fl + Sr,fr
2

)
−

(
1 −

Sr,rl + Sr,rr
2

)
, (62)

with Tp ∈ [−1,1], and Sr,i ∈ [0,1]. The tire force potential Tp
provides information on the remaining potential of the tires on
the front and rear axle to resist lateral and longitudinal forces.
Tp = 1 means that both rear tires reached unstable tire slip,
while the front tires are on stable region with κfl = κfr = 0,
and αfl = αfr = 0. Tp = −1 has the opposite meaning. The
membership functions are shown in Figure 10. The control
rule base is shown in table 1 [81]. The correction value Xj is
calculated as

Xj =

{
cMzTVdl2front

cMzTVdl2rear ,
(63)
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FIGURE 10. Membership functions of (c) the fuzzy front-rear moment
distribution controller 2front regarding (a) the difference between
desired and actual yaw rate 1r , and (b) the tire force potential Tp.

TABLE 1. Control rules for fuzzy front-rear moment distribution 2front .

with c = −1 for fl and rl wheels, and c = 1 for fr and rr
wheels. The total vehicle’s yaw momentMz is calculated as

Mzveh =
Tw
reff

{−Tflsign(5fl) + Tfrsign(5fr )

− Trlsign(5rl) + Trrsign(5rr )} (64)

with Tfl,Tfr ,Trl,Trr as the individual wheel torques, and reff
the tire effective rolling radius. The requested yaw moment
via torque vectoring (MzTV ) is calculated as a function of Xj
and ϱj as

MzTV =
Tw
reff

j∑
n=4

{
XjTemax , if ϱj ≥ 0
−XjTbmax , if ϱj < 0,

(65)

III. VEHICLE SIMULATION SOFTWARE
We test the vehicle controller in IPG CarMaker® by using a
high-fidelity Renault Megane vehicle model, with the main
vehicle properties shown in table 2. We model the vehicle
powertrain as electric 4WID, the vehicle steering system as
4WIS, and the brake system as 4WIB. The brakes are a
conventional brake system with dynamic behavior modeled

TABLE 2. Vehicle properties.

as [82]

Tact
Tcal

=
e−Td s

Tas+ 1
, (66)

where Tact is the applied brake torque on the wheels, Tcal
is theoretical brake torque before considering the dynamic
brake effect, and it is calculated as

Tcal = 5j ∗ Tbmax , (67)

with Tbmax the maximum brake torque on the j wheel.
Tbmax = 1800 Nm for front wheels and Tbmax = 1200 Nm
for rear wheels. Based on [19] and [83] we define Td = 0.06,
and Ta = 0.12 for front wheels, and Td = 0.02, and Ta =

0.05 for rear wheels. The dynamic behavior of the electric
motors is modeled considering a linear relationship between
the throttle pedal and the motor driving torque, as in [84].
The maximum electric motor torque Temax = 185 Nm and
the maximum brake torque Tbmax are provided in the IPG
CarMaker® vehicle model catalogs.

IV. TEST SCENARIOS AND PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
We evaluate the proposed evasive maneuvering controller in
a critical scenario. Up to date, no standard tests are available
to evaluate combined lateral and longitudinal functions in
evasive maneuverings [19]. We define a critical scenario that
consists of a single lane-change maneuver, similar to [19].
The ego vehicle travels at a constant speed when a preceding
vehicle is detected at a distanceDdet of 30meters, as shown in
Figure 11. The preceding vehicle is in standing still condition.
We propose an emergency steering combinedwith emergency
braking. Once the object is detected, the controller performs
the lane change and simultaneously applies brakes, and brings
the vehicle to a stand-still position. We choose this condition
because it is challenging for vehicle controllers to handle
nonlinearities in the lateral and longitudinal directions simul-
taneously. The lane width Lw is set to 3.0 meters. We assume
that the adjacent lane is free, without incoming or outgoing
vehicles.

Assessment metrics are necessary to evaluate the effective-
ness of automated driving systems. Safety metrics include,
e.g., time-to-collision (TTC) and time-to-brake (TTB). TTC
and TTB are among the most used safety metrics in critical
situations [85], [86], [87]. The benefits of TTC include its for-
mulation simplicity and effectiveness for rear-end scenarios.
The main disadvantage of TTC relies on scenarios in which
vehicles move with zero relative velocity or scenarios with
lateral collisions [85]. The TTB is often combined with TTC
to evaluate if the vehicle can avoid a crash by only applying
brakes. Therefore, since this study deals with rear-end col-
lision, no lateral crashes, and relative longitudinal velocities
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FIGURE 11. Critical scenario: single lane-change maneuver with ego
vehicle detecting the preceding vehicle with a distance of Ddet , and lane
width Lw .

TABLE 3. Varying ego vehicle longitudinal velocity u.

TABLE 4. Varying road friction µa.

greater than zero, TTC and TTB are sufficient safety metrics
to evaluate the vehicle controller, as in [19]. TTC and TTB
are defined as

TTC =
Ddet
u

; TTB =
u

2amax
, (68)

where amax is the maximum acceleration, assumed as µag.
µa is the road adhesion friction coefficient, and g is the
gravitational acceleration. Evasive maneuvering is necessary
if TTB is greater than TTC , meaning that a full brake in a
straight line is not enough to avoid a crash and a steering
maneuver is necessary. The reference path design takes place
by using a Sigmoidal membership function [88]

yref =
Lw

1 − e−a(x−C)
, (69)

where x is the vehicle longitudinal position, a the Sigmoid
curve slope, and C is a tuning parameter to define the length
of the lane change. We defined a = 5 and C = 15.
We evaluate the controller performance and robustness by
using a variety of scenario conditions as follows.

A. VARYING EGO LONGITUDINAL VELOCITY
In the first test set, we vary the longitudinal vehicle velocity
from 75 km/h to 130 km/h, keeping the road friction constant
at 1.0. Table 3 outlines the scenarios.

B. VARYING ROAD FRICTION µa

In the second set, we keep the velocity constant at 80 km/h
and vary the road friction from 0.5 to 1.0, as in table 4.

C. PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
We assess the vehicle controller performance by address-
ing four performance indicators (PI ). The first performance
indicator is the distance to collision (DTC), representing the

FIGURE 12. Graphical representation of the distance to collision (DTC)
and the distance to adjacent center lane (DAC).

minimum distance between the ego vehicle’s outer shell and
the preceding vehicle’s outer shell. The second PI is the
distance between the ego vehicle CoG and the adjacent center
lane (DAC). Both DTC and DAC are depicted in Figure 12.
The last PIs are the maximum lateral and longitudinal
accelerations.

The DTC is the main parameter for collision avoidance
since it identifies how close the ego vehicle is to a collision
and if it occurs. DTC should be as high as possible, meaning
that the ego vehicle does not collide with the preceding
vehicle and can keep a safe distance. DTC = 0 means
that a collision occurred. As the lane change maneuver is
combined with steering and braking, the ego vehicle might
come to a halt for low initial velocities even before reaching
the adjacent lane, resulting in a DAC with negative values.
DAC = 0 means that the ego vehicle came to a halt with
its CoG lying exactly above the centerline of the adjacent
lane. DAC is of great interest for higher velocities, where
the vehicle crosses the centerline of the adjacent center lane
before reaching the standstill position. In this case, DAC
should be small as possible, meaning that the vehicle does
not exceed the road limits. High accelerations mean that the
controller managed to bring the vehicle to the handling limits
while still successfully performing the evasive lane change.

D. CONSTRAINTS
We implement constraints to approximate the proposed
design to a practical vehicle controller application. These
constraints are:

• Controller sampling time of 100 Hz to emulate the real
functionality of a vehicle electronic unit control (ECU).

• Maximum steering angle ratio of ±960◦/s.
• Maximum steering angle ±20◦.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS
The vehicle controller was tested for the scenarios described
in section IV. In this section, the results are explained first
by presenting the lane-change situation at 130 km/h and later
presenting the results for different road frictions.

A. VARYING VELOCITY
Figure 13 shows the ego vehicle behavior for an emergency
lane change at 130 km/h. When the ego vehicle was at
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FIGURE 13. Ego vehicle behaviour during single lane-change emergency
maneuver with initial velocity of 130 km/h.

position 0 meters, the controller received the information that
a preceding vehicle (object) was 30 meters ahead. Based
on the environment information and vehicle properties, the
controller then calculated TTC and TTB. As the TTB was
higher than TTC, meaning that braking only would not be
enough to avoid a crash, the controller acknowledged the
need for an emergency lane change. A reference path with
3 meters width was generated assuming no traffic in the
adjacent lane, as shown in the dashed pink line in Figure 13.
The start-of-maneuver (S.o.M) took place at 0 meters. The
green box (labeled as object) shows the boundaries of the
preceding vehicle. The no-go areas represent the area in front
of the object and, on the top, the limits of the road. The
solid black line in Figure 13 represents the center-of-gravity
trajectory of the ego vehicle, with the ego vehicle’s outer shell
displayed as dashed black lines. The minimum distance to the
collisionwas 0.42meters. In less than 1.3 seconds, the vehicle
reached the adjacent lane with an overshoot of 0.273 meters
(9.1%). Afterward, the controller kept the vehicle on track by
following the straight part of the reference path. Therefore,
the controller successfully handled the vehicle in an emer-
gency lane change at 130 km/h while avoiding the collision
with the preceding vehicle and keeping the vehicle within
the road boundaries. The controller in [19] performed a lane
change with continuous driving instead of simultaneous brak-
ing, as proposed in this study. Although the vehicle desired
velocity after detection differs, a comparison to [19] can
identify our controller’s advantages. In [19], the lane change
was performed in 1.7 seconds at 90 km/h, with a lane width of
2.5 meters. Themaximum velocity that the controller handled
an evasive maneuver was 100 km/h. Therefore, our controller
shows a clear benefit since it successfully avoids crashes
up to 130 km/h and performs a lance change in less than
1.3 seconds. Moreover, since our scenario’s lane width was
3.0 meters, the vehicle had an extra 0.5 meters to move in the
lateral direction, which is more challenging than shorter lane
widths.

FIGURE 14. (a) Steering angles for each wheel, and (b) vehicle
longitudinal velocity for emergency maneuver with initial velocity of
130 km/h.

FIGURE 15. Desired and actual yaw rate during emergency maneuver
with initial velocity of 130 km/h.

Figures 14 and 15 illustrate the steering values for each
wheel, longitudinal velocity, and yaw rates. The single-lane
change was initiated with a left turn, followed by a right
turn, and then a straight-line driving with minor correction
on the steering. From the beginning of the maneuver until
around 0.14 seconds, the steering angles showed a linear
response because they reached the maximum values for steer-
ing angle ratio. The front and rear axles steer in the same
direction between 130 km/h and 50 km/h. In contrast, they
have opposite directions below 50 km/h, with the steering
ratio calculated from (9) as a function of vehicle velocity.

From the beginning of the lane change, the controller
actuated the steering and the brakes simultaneously, which
can be observed by comparing the steering angles and the
brake torques on each wheel, which is shown in Figure 16.
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FIGURE 16. Brake torque on the vehicle wheels during single
lane-change emergency maneuver with initial velocity of 130 km/h.

FIGURE 17. Acceleration g-g diagram during single lane-change
emergency maneuver with initial velocity of 130 km/h.

At the detection point (0 meters), the vehicle started the
steering process and the brake actuation. The velocity is
reduced from 130 km/h to around 100 km/h when the
ego-vehicle starts overtaking the preceding vehicle (at the
position of 30 meters). During the whole maneuver process,
it is observed that the controller applies the brakes on the four
wheels independently to bring the vehicle to a standstill. The
ego vehicle was brought to a complete stop after 3.82 seconds
the object was detected, with a total longitudinal displace-
ment of 73.61 meters. In [19], the maximum brake torque
values reached 105 Nm during the lane change and 800 Nm in
straight-line braking. As our controller applied simultaneous
lane change with full braking request, the braking torque
reached up to 1250 Nm in the first turn and up to 1720 Nm in
the second turn as shown in Figure 16, proving the success-
ful actuation of lateral and longitudinal motion to keep the
vehicle on track while braking.

The ego vehicle’s longitudinal and lateral accelerations are
shown in Figure 17 (g-g diagram). The blue line depicts the
accelerations in the first curve, the red line in the second
curve, and the black line in the straight-line driving. The
grey circle represents the acceleration limits for the adhesion
friction coefficient (µa). The total friction coefficient (µ)
results from the interaction between the adhesion (µa) and
the deformation term (µd ), with µ = µa +µd . The adhesion
term µa occurs in the real contact area between the tire and
the road, which in the investigated scenario is equal to 1.0.
The deformation term µd arises from viscoelastic damping
properties of the tire [89]. The maximum possible friction
value depends on the tire properties, road characteristics,
vehicle, and wheel dynamics. For dry asphalt, the maximum
friction value occurs for slip angles around 0.2 radians, with
a µ value close to 1.2 [90]. For the selected tire model (MF52
205/60R15 91V [58]), the maximum friction value µ is 1.18.
Therefore, the vehicle accelerations can reach values beyond
the adhesion friction limits (µag) and below 1.18 g, as shown
in Figure 17.
The vehicle experienced high lateral and longitudinal

accelerations from the beginning of the evasive maneuvering
due to the simultaneous steering and braking actuation. In the
middle of the first turn, the lateral acceleration reached a
value of 9.24m/s2, and simultaneously the longitudinal accel-
eration reached −4.78 m/s2. The vehicle controller applied
the brakes to bring the vehicle to a standstill while steer-
ing to keep the vehicle on track. The acceleration values
are most of the time at the limits of the adhesion circle,
with extrapolation of the adhesion limits occurring at some
moments. During the second turn, the lateral accelerations
stay between −5.2 m/s2 to −3 m/s2 for 0.62 seconds. When
the vehicle was close to finishing the lane change and keeping
the straight line, the controller increased the brake torques and
used most of the tire’s potential in the longitudinal direction.
The straight line section started at 1.69 seconds and lasted
until the end of the maneuver, at 3.82 seconds (as seen in
Figure 14). During this period, the controller kept the longi-
tudinal accelerations from −9.9 m/s2 up to −11.4 m/s2 until
the end of the maneuver, which is favorable for emergency
braking situations. The evasive maneuver in [19] reached a
maximum of 6 m/s2 in the lateral direction and 0.5 m/s2 in
the longitudinal direction, thus below the adhesion limits.
Therefore, our controller shows superiority since it handles
the vehicle beyond the adhesion limits, e.g., the vehicle accel-
erations up to 8.7 m/s2 in the lateral direction while reaching
up to −7.5 m/s2 during the first turn. While our controller
handles the vehicle in an extremely aggressive driving zone
for the entire maneuver, the controller in [19] only reached
extreme aggressiveness in the lateral direction for a limited
time, with aggressiveness driving acceleration ranges defined
in [28].

In Figure 18, the normalized slip saturation circle for each
wheel is shown. The normalized slip angle αy,j is shown in
the horizontal direction, while the vertical direction shows the
normalized slip ratio κy,j (equation (60)). During the first turn,
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FIGURE 18. Normalised slip ratios and normalised slip angles during
single lane-change emergency maneuveliner with initial velocity of
130 km/h.

three of four wheels exceed the saturation limits. Although
the normalized slip ratio and angle reached values beyond
saturation, the controller bring back the longitudinal and
lateral slips inside the saturation circle. Ideally, the optimum
normalized slip value during the evasive maneuvering is 1.0,
meaning that the controller can use the maximum possi-
ble tire forces on each wheel during the maneuver without
overpassing to the unstable tire slip region. As depicted in
Figure 18, the controller attempted to use the maximum tire
forces by adjusting steering and brake to keep the normalized
slip values close to the saturation limits. The normalized
slip ratio and angle were kept inside the saturation limits for
three of four tires during the second turn. The front right tire
exceeded the saturation values for less than 100 ms. When
the ego vehicle was close to finalizing the lane change and
keeping the straight path (black line in Figure 18), most of
the vehicle load was transferred to the front wheels due to
the brake actuation, as observed in Figure 19. Consequently,
while the controller attempted to brake using the maximum
longitudinal forces on each rear wheel, the brake actuation
became sensitive to additional torque. Thereby both brake
torques and slip ratio on the rear tires presented an oscillating
effect, as depicted by Figures 16, 18, and 19.
Figure 19 presents the vertical load on each tire during the

emergency maneuvering. In the first 100 ms of the first turn,
the vertical load on both rear tires decreased due to brake
actuation with the vehicle still driving in an almost straight
line. From 100 ms, there was a load transfer from left to
right tires due to the first turning movement. The load on
the rear-left tire reached 0 N from 0.17 s to 0.5 s, meaning
a loss of contact with the ground for more than 300 ms. This

FIGURE 19. Vertical loads on the wheels during single lane-change
emergency maneuver with initial velocity of 130 km/h.

phenomenon shows that the controller managed to handle the
vehicle under extreme conditions where one of the tires is not
in contact with the ground. During the second turn, with the
vehicle turning to the right, the load transfer occurred from
right to left. During the straight-line section, the load on both
front tires was similar and higher than the rear tires due to
brake actuation.

For the emergency maneuver described in Section IV,
the controller generated the corrective yaw moment Mz
via the vehicle’s independent brake actuation and did not
apply the electric drive. For other driving scenarios, such as
lane-change followed by continuous driving as in [19], the
controller generatesMz by actuating brakes and electric drive.
However, such a scenario is outside the framework of this
paper.

Figure 20 shows the total vehicle’s yaw moment, the
requested yaw moment by the TV controller, and the yaw
moment generated by the TV controller. At the start of
the maneuver, the TV controller requests a positive yaw
moment to support the vehicle movement when the steering
wheel angles have a positive rate of increase, as depicted
in Figure 14. During the first turn, for a negative steering
angle rate, the required yaw moment reduces and turns into
a negative value in an attempt to support the vehicle to rotate
in a clockwise direction. Note that, although the controller
requested in the first turn up to 4200 Nm, a maximum
of 2100 Nm was generated via TV on the wheels, as depicted
in Figure 20 (a). The difference between the requested and
generated yawmoment is due to: (1) the torques on thewheels
can not extrapolate the maximum brake torque Tbmax nor the
maximum drive torque Temax . (2) the slip controller adjusts
the throttle and brake pedals to keep the vehicle near the
saturation limits, as shown in Figure 18. Therefore, the max-
imum permissible throttle and brake torques are limited by
their theoretical maximum values and by the slip controller.
For instance, since the rear-right wheel keeps within the
saturation limits during the first turn, as depicted in Figure 18,
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the TV controller generates a yaw moment by adjusting the
brake request on the rr wheel. As the steering wheel angle
decreases during the first turn and the requested yaw moment
becomes negative, no yaw moment is generated via TV on
the rr wheels since it would extrapolate the maximum per-
missible brake torque. The TV controller similarly adjusts
the wheel torques on the fl, fr , and rl wheels. The individual
yaw moment and generated wheel torques for the individual
wheels are depicted in Figure 21. Since during most of the
first turn the fl, fr , and rl wheels reach the saturation limits,
the TV controller ceases to manipulate these wheels while
the slip controller attempts to adjust the throttle and brake
pedals to keep within the saturation limits. Most of the yaw
moment delivered via TV are on the left wheels during the
second turn. The TV controller generates torque on fl and
rl by manipulating the brake pedals while requesting brake
torque on the right wheels beyond the brake limits Tbmax .
Therefore, no extra torque is generated via TV on the right
wheels at the end of the first and for most of the second turns.
Note that the requested torques via the TV controller show
abrupt changes due to the influence of the slip controller. The
TV request signals are computed to the final throttle and brake
values 5j, and only then is the signal passed to either the
dynamic brake behavior or the electric drive behavior. e.g.,
in Figure 21 the generated torques on the wheels show abrupt
changes, while the brake torque on the wheels behaves based
on the dynamic brake model and shows a smother behavior
as in Figure 16. At the end of the maneuver, with the vehicle
in an almost straight line, the delivered torque via the TV
controller oscillates since the wheels are in and out of the
saturation limits, as depicted in Figure 18.
The distance-to-collision (DTC) is presented in Figure 22

for the varying velocity scenarios. At 130km/h, the vehi-
cle successfully avoided the collision with a safe margin of
0.42 meters. As the velocity of the ego vehicle decreases, the
DTC increases, thus increasing the safemargins. The distance
to the adjacent center lane (DAC) is another important factor
that shows the safety of the evasive lane change. Ideally,
the vehicle can not exceed the road limits when performing
the lane change. A positive and non-zero DAC value means
an overshoot with the ego vehicle crossing the centerline
of the adjacent lane, which occurred for velocities above
100 km/h. The maximum overshoot distance was 0.273 m at
130 km/h. For a safe lane change, the maximum overshoot
value should be in the range of 0.5 to 0.75 meters for lane
width from 3 to 3.5 meters, respectfully [39]. Therefore,
the proposed controller successfully performed the evasive
lane change for all the velocities within the safe margins
without crashing into the preceding vehicle or extrapolating
the road boundaries. A negative DACmeans that the ego vehi-
cle reached a standstill position while not even crossing the
centerline of the adjacent lane, which occurred for velocities
below 110 km/h.

Figure 23 shows the longitudinal braking distance con-
cerning the vehicle velocity at the start of the evasive
maneuvering. Braking distances ranged from 73.61 meters

FIGURE 20. (a) Requested MzTV and generated yaw moment via
torque-vectoring, and (b) total vehicle yaw moment Mz .

FIGURE 21. Generated yaw moment and generated wheel torque in
individual vehicle’s wheels.

at 130 km/h to 34.2 meters at 75 km/h, representing an
improvement in the braking performance compared to state-
of-the-art emergency braking controllers with a reduction in
the total braking distance. The maximum longitudinal decel-
eration and lateral accelerations related to the initial vehicle
velocity are shown in Figure 23. For all cases, the maximum
deceleration values tend to increase with the longitudinal
velocity and were above -10.6 m/s2. Similarly, the lateral
acceleration tends to increase with velocity, with values rang-
ing from 7.5 m/s2 at 75 km/h, to 11.3 m/s2 at 130 km/h. The
observed values show that the proposed controller brings the
ego vehicle to the handling limits for all the test cases.
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FIGURE 22. Distance to collision (DTC) and distance to adjacent center
lane (DAC) by varying ego velocity scenarios.

FIGURE 23. (a) Maximum accelerations in m/s2, and (b) and braking
distance by varying ego velocity scenarios.

B. VARYING ROAD FRICTION
The vehicle controller was tested by varying the road friction
µa from 0.5 to 1.0 with the ego velocity of 80 km/h at the
object detection point. As shown in Figure 24, decreasing
the friction coefficient keeps the distance to collision around
1 meter. It demonstrates that the vehicle controller is also
capable of keeping safe distances with low friction coeffi-
cients. For µa ≥ 0.7, the ego vehicle came to a halt before
reaching the adjacent lane’s centerline. For µa < 0.7, the
ego vehicle crossed the adjacent center lane before a complete
stop, with an overshoot within the safety margins and below
0.4 meters.

As expected, the braking distance increases with a decrease
in the road friction, as shown in Figure 25. Because the
vehicle controller attempted to use themaximum brake forces
during the maneuver, the longitudinal accelerations were kept
at the limits, reaching amaximum deceleration of 6.2m/s2 for

FIGURE 24. Distance to collision (DTC) and distance to adjacent center
lane (DAC) by varying road friction scenario.

FIGURE 25. (a) Maximum longitudinal and lateral accelerations in m/s2,
and (b) braking distance by varying road friction scenarios.

µa = 0.5, and a braking distance of fewer than 60 meters for
this case. The maximum longitudinal and lateral acceleration
decreased with reduced road friction due to the reduction of
the maximum lateral and longitudinal tire forces. Neverthe-
less, the controller managed to reach the vehicle handling
limits for all tested cases and avoid the crash successfully.

VI. CONCLUSION
We have developed a coupled lateral and longitudinal vehicle
controller in this paper. The controller aims to maneuver
the ego vehicle under critical situations within a short time
window to crash. The longitudinal and lateral parts of the
controller are developed using the sliding mode control the-
ory. The coupling between both parts is accomplished by
introducing a lateral sliding mode equation as a function of
the longitudinal velocity and proposing a longitudinal sliding
equation in terms of the lateral vehicle velocity. The tire slip
saturation is taken into account on the sliding equation of the
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lateral controller and therefore influences the vehicle steering
request directly. On the longitudinal part, a torque vectoring
fuzzy controller distributes the brake and the acceleration
request between the vehicle’s wheels and adjusts the vehicle
yaw moment during the evasive maneuver. The fuzzy slip
control adjusts the brake and the throttle pedals to keep the
tires close to the saturation limits.

We evaluated the controller in a simulation environment
in scenarios that considered different vehicle velocities up to
130km/h at the detection point and different road frictions.
The controller effectively handles the vehicle to perform
the lane change for all the scenarios while simultaneously
steering and applying the brakes to bring the vehicle to a
complete stop. The collision is avoided in all cases, with
the vehicle kept inside the road boundaries. The controller
brings the vehicle to its handling limits and experiences high
lateral and longitudinal accelerations. The controller’s pur-
pose is to bring the vehicle to a safe position where safety is
more important than comfort while avoiding a crash. There-
fore, comfort driving is not considered a constraint for the
controller.

The simulated test vehicle was equipped with front and
rear steering. This setup and the proposed controller allow
for crash avoidance at high velocities and 30 meters from
the proceeding object. Therefore, this work assists in investi-
gating the benefits of new vehicle controllers for emergency
maneuvering with front and rear steering configurations. The
controller is tested with a 10 ms frequency to emulate real
embedded systems, thus making the simulation practical.
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